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Digest #13 Today's Topics:

   1. chenodeoxycholic acid (Truong Phuong)
   2. Re: stabilizer for aromatic amines (Yuehui Zhou)

--__--__--

Message: 1
From: "Truong Phuong" <phuongnq@hcm.fpt.vn>
To: <everybody@orglist.net>
Date: Sat, 1 Jun 2002 05:36:18 +0700
Subject: ORGLIST:chenodeoxycholic acid

Dear all,
Can any one show me method isolation chenodeoxycholic acid from mixture
with cholic acid
Thanks for help.

Ph.D Phuong

--__--__--

Message: 2
From: "Yuehui Zhou" <yuehuizhou@hotmail.com>
To: gksfly_@hotmail.com
Cc: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:stabilizre for aromatic amines
Date: Sat, 01 Jun 2002 06:18:29 +0000

Add it to acid and make it salt. or add Lewis acid to it to make it complex. 
Good luck!

Y.Zhou

--__--__--


Digest #14 Today's Topics:

   1. ml or mL? (Research Scholars,tpr)
   2. Oils (Sean Whitsitt)
   3. 1,2,3-oxadiazoles and 1,3,4-dithiazoles ... (Darren Rhodes)

--__--__--

Message: 1
Date: Fri, 7 Jun 2002 08:48:59 +0530 (IST)
From: "Research Scholars,tpr" <tprscrs@uohyd.ernet.in>
To: <orglist@dq.fct.unl.pt>
Cc: <everybody@orglist.net>
Subject: ORGLIST:ml or mL?

Dear Orglisters

I have observed both ml and mL as the unit of volume in reputed 
journals. This is one of the many cases of laxity in presenting 
units. Editors and referees don't seem to be strict enough to 
impose SI units.  So is the case with IUPAC names. Journals seem 
to prefer common names over the recommended ones. I would like to 
refer to the book, "Guide for the Use of the International System 
of Unit (SI)" by Barry N. Taylor, published by  Uniter State 
Department of Commerce, National Institure of Standards and 
Technology; 1995. This guide is available trough net:
http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Units/rules.html   

I think it's time we pay more attention towards this.

Thank you
Palas Gangopadhyay

*******************************************************************************
Research Scholar                                       Email:tprscrs@
Dr. T.P.Radhakrishnan's Group                          uohyd.ernet.in
Theoretical & Material's Chemistry Group               Tel:(040)-3010500
School of Chemistry                                        x-4827, 4750
University of Hyderabad
Hyderabad-500 046
India
*******************************************************************************

--__--__--

Message: 2
Reply-To: "Sean Whitsitt" <xvyion@cox.net>
From: "Sean Whitsitt" <xvyion@cox.net>
To: <everybody@orglist.net>
Date: Thu, 6 Jun 2002 21:32:32 -0700
Subject: ORGLIST:Oils

Hello, I am curently conducting experiements with oils, and I need to 
know the properties of different kinds of oils so that I can find a 
certain kind.  The certain kind of oil I am looking for does not conduct 
electricity, and has a high specific heat, and if possible is fairly 
thin.  Thank you for your assistance.

    -Sean

--__--__--

Message: 3
From: "Darren Rhodes" <drhodes@globalnet.co.uk>
To: <everybody@orglist.net>
Date: Fri, 7 Jun 2002 10:44:15 +0100
Subject: ORGLIST:1,2,3-oxadiazoles and 1,3,4-dithiazoles ...

Anyone have any synthetic routes for the above compounds with alkyl/acyl
substituents in either the 4 or 5 position for the oxadiazoles and the 2
position of the dithiazole.

Places checked ... www.orgsyn.org and www.arkat.org which has three useful
documents by Gilchrist.  If there is anywhere else that is worth checking
please post details.  Of course, if anyone knows the answer ...

Thanks ... Darren.

--__--__--


Digest #15 Today's Topics:

   1. Re: 1,2,3-oxadiazoles and 1,3,4-dithiazoles ... (Darren Rhodes)

--__--__--

Message: 1
From: "Darren Rhodes" <drhodes@globalnet.co.uk>
To: <everybody@orglist.net>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:1,2,3-oxadiazoles and 1,3,4-dithiazoles ...
Date: Fri, 7 Jun 2002 11:25:45 +0100

SMILES string of the compounds sought:  [R]C1=CN=NO1  [R]C1=CON=N1 and
[R]C1=NN=CS1 for those able to understand them.  Darren.

--__--__--


Digest #16 Today's Topics:

   1. Re: ml or mL? (Jacob Zabicky)

--__--__--

Message: 1
To: "Research Scholars,tpr" <tprscrs@uohyd.ernet.in>,
<orglist@dq.fct.unl.pt>
From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:ml or mL?
Cc: <everybody@orglist.net>
Date: Sun, 9 Jun 2002 13:35:36 +0300

Dear Palas,

you're right...in priciple, but now think in practical terms too. When a
subject is of restricted scope such as scooping out somaliquots or citing
some concentrations, then it's easier to type 2.5 L than the graphically
more cumbersome 2.5 dm3, or 0.0025 m3. Graphically I couldn't write the
cubic decimeter or cubic meter correctly in the e-mail. As for upper vs.
lower case the upper case was introduced because it's easy to confuse l
with 1 (unity) in many fonts.  Sometimes there is  a point to proficiency
at the cost of rigor.

All the best,

Jacob
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--__--__--


Digest #17 Today's Topics:

   1. imidazole nitration (Pablo Ezequiel Benavidez)
   2. Enamine syntheses (Merlin)
   3. Re: Oils (Yuehui Zhou)

--__--__--

Message: 1
Date: Mon, 10 Jun 2002 12:51:29 -0300
From: "Pablo Ezequiel Benavidez" <pbenavidez@unq.edu.ar>
To: Everybody@orglist.net
Subject: ORGLIST:imidazole nitration

I`d like to know about bibliography on imidazole synthesis and nitration.
Thanks a lot.
Pablo.

--__--__--

Message: 2
Date: Tue, 11 Jun 2002 00:54:18 +0000
From: Merlin <medchem@worldnet.att.net>
To: <everybody@orglist.net>
Subject: ORGLIST:Enamine syntheses

Dear colleagues:

Has anyone utilized DMF-DMA in a synthesis of an enamine?

Thank you in advance.

-Merlin

--__--__--

Message: 3
From: "Yuehui Zhou" <yuehuizhou@hotmail.com>
To: xvyion@cox.net
Cc: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:Oils
Date: Tue, 11 Jun 2002 05:03:04 +0000

did you check silicon oils or trialkylphosphates?

--__--__--


Digest #18 Today's Topics:

   1. SYNTHESIS (TRENT MITCHELL)
   2. hello (gopal reddy)

--__--__--

Message: 1
Date: Tue, 11 Jun 2002 23:41:30 -0700 (PDT)
From: TRENT MITCHELL <helabentpyro@yahoo.com>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: ORGLIST:SYNTHESIS

I am presently looking for a synthesis for red phos.
for screenprinting matchbook covers. 
Is it possible, and if so what is involved? thanks
ahead of time
                                  trent mitchell
--__--__--

Message: 2
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2002 05:45:15 -0700 (PDT)
From: gopal reddy <gopalreddy_in@yahoo.com>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: ORGLIST:hello

Hello,

please suggest me easy way to syntesize 
(S)indoline-2-carboxylicacid . And also give
references regarding this compound preparation.

with regardes,

gopal reddy

--__--__--


Digest #19 Today's Topics:

   1. tBuOCl in THF (Andrea Giordano)

--__--__--

Message: 1
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2002 23:09:24 +0200
From: Andrea Giordano <andrea.giordano@mlib.cnr.it>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: ORGLIST:tBuOCl in THF

Hello all!

In the past I experienced how THF is unsuitable for chlorination by means of
gaseous Cl2, as THF chlorinates itself.

On the one hand, I moved to tertbutyl hypochlorite (tBuOCl), which is
particulary suited for my substrates;on the other hand, one I intend to
chlorinate particulary "likes" THF, i.e. is insoluble in methylen chloride
or chloroform, (other than common solvents) where it sticks on the wall of
the reaction vessel decreasing significantly my desired yield...

I decided to try tBuOCl/THF, but I don't know in principle if the solvent
can stand it...At a first sight, it seems I don't have a messy TLC as
happend with THF/CL2, anyway what do you think about it?

Thanks!

A. Giordano
CNR-IMC
Rome, Italy.
--__--__--


Digest #20 Today's Topics:

   1. Re: Enamine syntheses (santidel@um.es)
   2. meta chlorination of anthranilic acid (sam)

--__--__--

Message: 1
From: santidel@um.es
Date: Thu, 13 Jun 2002 19:51:02 +0200
To: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:Enamine syntheses

Hello Merlin, I have utilized DMF-DMA for the synthesis of an enaminone,
with an methyl ketone. I have done it only heating in DMF at 120=BAC. Also
you can use DMF-DtBA. It is more reactive an with 70=BAC is enough.

Good luck.

Santi

--__--__--

Message: 2
From: "sam" <ttn_ponraj@sancharnet.in>
To: <everybody@orglist.net>
Date: Fri, 14 Jun 2002 06:50:47 +0530
Subject: ORGLIST:meta chlorination of anthranilic acid

 Dear All

I need to prepare 6-chloro anthranilic acid. There is a procedure using 
HCl/AlCl3 and another one starting from 2-amino-6-nitro toluene. I just 
wanted to know of any high yielding clean and procedures for meta 
chlorination anthranilic acid or any other anilines.

thank you
sam

--__--__--


Digest #21 Today's Topics:

   1. Re: tBuOCl in THF (Yuehui Zhou)
   2. Kugelrohr Distilllation Apparatus (Yasar Durust)

--__--__--

Message: 1
From: "Yuehui Zhou" <yuehuizhou@hotmail.com>
To: andrea.giordano@mlib.cnr.it
Cc: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:tBuOCl in THF
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2002 09:00:49 +0000

You may use ionic liquids as solvent. Ionic liquids are quite in trend to 
replace traditional solvents. They have high solubilizing ability for many 
compounds, don't evaporate and can be heated to as high as 200 C. You can 
evaporated your product under high vacuum from the ionic liquid and reuse 
it. There are many published papers on Friedel Crafts reactions in ionic 
liquids. Most author believe that ionic liquids facilitate the reactions. 
One paper even mentioned the reaction without Luis acid as catalyst.

I am working with phosphonium ionic liquids for quite a while. Phosphonium 
chloride could be your choice as solvent.

Yuehui Zhou

--__--__--

Message: 2
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2002 10:39:14 -0500
From: Yasar Durust <ydurust@ibu.edu.tr>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: ORGLIST:Kugelrohr Distilllation Apparatus

Hi, all,

 Does anybody know that who sells the older type of above apparatus?
YDurust

--__--__--


Digest #22 Today's Topics:

   1. organic admixtures (mbarakat)

--__--__--

Message: 1
From: "mbarakat" <mbarakat@yalla.com>
To: <everybody@orglist.net>
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2002 20:29:56 +0300
Subject: ORGLIST:organic admixtures

hi all does any one have recent information about organic admixtures 
added to cement
thanks
Mbarakat
--__--__--


Digest #23 Today's Topics:

   1. literature survey (huwaida hassaneen)
   2. Re: Kugelrohr Distilllation Apparatus (Jacob Zabicky)
   3. Re: organic admixtures (Jacob Zabicky)
   4. (no subject) (Linda.Stappers@mtm.kuleuven.ac.be)

--__--__--

Message: 1
From: "huwaida hassaneen" <huwaidah@hotmail.com>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Date: Sun, 16 Jun 2002 10:31:09 +0000
Subject: ORGLIST:literature survey

hello,
can you help me to make liturature survey for reaction of active methylene of indane-1,3-dion
and the 6-membered of isoquinoline.
thanks for everyone.
Huwaida M. Hassaneen 
Cairo University 
Science Faculty 
Chemistry department 
Giza, Egypt 

--__--__--

Message: 2
Date: Sun, 16 Jun 2002 19:00:01 +0300 (IDT)
To: Yasar Durust <ydurust@ibu.edu.tr>, everybody@orglist.net
From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:Kugelrohr Distilllation Apparatus

Hello Yasar,

Try Fischer Labor- und Verfahrenstechnik

They used to be in

Heerstrasse 35-37
53 Bonn-Bad Godesberg 1
Germany

But their addres might have changed.

Good luck,

Jacob
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--__--__--

Message: 3
Date: Sun, 16 Jun 2002 19:17:38 +0300 (IDT)
To: "mbarakat" <mbarakat@yalla.com>, <everybody@orglist.net>
From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:organic admixtures

Hello M,

Some important types are

1. Superplasticizers, some of them derived from the pulp and paper
industry, that improve the rheology of fresh concrete and lower the water
demand for attaining a desired "workability".

2. Retardants, belonging to several clases of compounds, as their name
indicate, lower the rate of hardening of fresh concrete. They are used in
premixed concrete, to assure its safe arrival to the building site.

3.  Several types of carbosilanes and siloxanes confer hydrophobicity and
help control the pore size of mature concrete.

4. Besides physicochemical effects attained by the above, fibers made of
organic polymeric materials may confer outstanding mechanical properties,
such as resistance to compression and bending, and dimensional stability.

All the best,

Jacob
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--__--__--

Message: 4
To: everybody@orglist.net
Date: Mon, 17 Jun 2002 00:29:14 +0200 (CEST)
From: Linda.Stappers@mtm.kuleuven.ac.be
Subject: ORGLIST:(no subject)

Hello,

I am searching for data on the volumetric expansion of alkanes and alkenes 
during freezing. Does anybody know references where I can find these data.

Thanks,

Linda Stappers
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Kasteelpark Arenberg 44
B-3001 Heverlee
Belgium
Tel: +32(0)16321197
Fax: +32(0)16321991

--__--__--


Digest #24 Today's Topics:

   1. hi (SUNDARABABU BASKARAN)
Message: 1

Date: Tue, 18 Jun 2002 19:45:29 +0530
From: Sundarababu Baskaran <sbhaskar@iitm.ac.in>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: ORGLIST:hi

To whomsoever it may concern, I have a problem in generating a grignard
with chloromethyl trimethyl silane. I need magnesium chloromethyl
trimethyl silane. I need a good procedure with all necessary precautions
and observations , time of addition of the reagent, rate of the
reactions etc. Expecting your reply , Thanking you, Aravind

--__--__--


Digest #25 Today's Topics:

   1. nitration/scrubbers (yassh)

--__--__--

Message: 1
From: "yassh" <yassh@satyam.net.in>
To: <everybody@orglist.net>
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2002 06:26:47 +0530
Subject: ORGLIST:nitration/scrubbers

Dear peers;

Need some advice on scrubbing of NO3/NO2 fumes -for Pullution Control.

In a 2000 liter reactor containing 200 kgs Cobalt +400 kgs water -- we 
are slowly mixing 1200 kgs of conc.HNO3.

In the pilot plant we also found cobalt getting coated on the vessel 
walls.

Any advice on Scrubbing & also recovery of cobalt would be very wellcome

Thanks in advance.

yassh

--__--__--


Digest #26 Today's Topics:

   1. Dimethylation of a hydrazIDE (Merlin)

--__--__--

Message: 1
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2002 20:15:23 +0000
From: Merlin <medchem@worldnet.att.net>
To: Discussion Groups <medchem@worldnet.att.net>
Subject: ORGLIST:Dimethylation of a hydrazIDE

Colleagues:

Has anyone performed a DImethylation on a hydrazIDE?
We currently have utilized and concoction of the starting hydrazide with
MeI, 60% NaOH, and a PTC (TBAI) in toluene.
Yields generated were averaging around 80%.
Thing is, this won't work on scale up (2kg and greater).
Has anyone performed similar DImethylations on hydrazIDES?
We are thinking on using Dimethyl sulfate.
Current searches on Crossfire & SciFinder have given very little
information.
Any feedback (comments, literature sources) would be greatly appreciated.

Thank you in advance.
Cheers!
--
George D. 'Merlin' McCallion
Associate Research Scientist
Chemical Development
Sanofi-Synthelabo Research
25 Great Valley Parkway
Malvern, PA 19355
United States

Office: 610.889.6294
Fax: 610.889.6367
E: George.McCallion@sanofi-synthelabo.com

--__--__--


Digest #27 Today's Topics:

   1. Mori-Ban indole (Bert Kruiswijk)

--__--__--

Message: 1
From: Bert Kruiswijk <b.kruiswijk@sbc.bbk.ac.uk>
To: everybody <everybody@orglist.net>
Date: Thu, 20 Jun 2002 19:29:17 +0100
Subject: ORGLIST:Mori-Ban indole

Dear All,

Are there any recent examples of the Mori-Ban indole synthesis. This is
the palladium cyclisation of ortho-halo-N-allylanilines to indoles.


Thanks,

Bert Kruiswijk.

--__--__--


Digest #28 Today's Topics:

   1. Re: Dimethylation of a hydrazIDE (Yuehui Zhou)

--__--__--

Message: 1
From: "Yuehui Zhou" <yuehuizhou@hotmail.com>
To: medchem@worldnet.att.net
Cc: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:Dimethylation of a hydrazIDE
Date: Sat, 22 Jun 2002 07:40:08 +0000

Hi,

I didn't do the exact reaction, but have some experience with methylation. 
Dimethylsulfate is very toxic reagent. You may use much cheaper and safer 
trimethylphosphate as methylating reagent, which is less reactive, but you 
can use in higher temperature. You may not even need solvent and PTC. Good 
luck!

Yuehui Zhou
R&D, Cytec Canada

--__--__--


Digest #29 Today's Topics:

   1. Re: Dimethylation of a hydrazIDE (Jacob Zabicky)

--__--__--

Message: 1
Date: Sun, 23 Jun 2002 12:22:18 +0300 (IDT)
To: everybody@orglist.net
From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:Dimethylation of a hydrazIDE

Hello George,

It's not clear whether you want 1,2- or 2,2-dialkylation of the
1-acylhydrazine. At any rate, the following references to N-alkylation
using dimethyl sulfate and to the alkylation of hydrazides--all very old
stuff--may be useful:

1. F.  Ullmann and P. Wenner, Chem. Ber. 33, 2476 (1900).
2. F.  Ullmann and P. Wenner, Annalen 327, 120 (1903).
3. J. Foeldi, Chem. Ber. 55, 1535 (1922).
4. J. Ferns and Z. Lapworth,  J. Chem. Soc. 101, 281 (1912).
5. H. Paulsen and D. Stoye, in "The Chemistry of Amides", (J. Zabicky,
ed..), Interscience Publishers, London, 1970, pp. 515-600.

All the best,

Jacob
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--__--__--


Digest #30 Today's Topics:

   1. Help: where can I find these  NMR spectra? (Andrea Giordano)
   2. Meaning of symbol (mohd zulkefeli)

--__--__--

Message: 1
Date: Mon, 24 Jun 2002 22:48:05 +0200
From: Andrea Giordano <andrea.giordano@mlib.cnr.it>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: ORGLIST:Help: where can I find these  NMR spectra?

Hello all,

I am looking for these two 1H-NMR spectra:
N-hydroxy-glycine
N-hydroxy-glycine, tert-butyl ester

I can't find them in SDBS database...does anybody of you have a reference?

Thanks!

A. Giordano
CNR-IMC
Rome (Italy)

--__--__--

Message: 2
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2002 15:51:34 +0900
From: mohd zulkefeli <mzmj@hiroshima-u.ac.jp>
To: <everybody@orglist.net>
Subject: ORGLIST:Meaning of symbol

Hello,

Does anybody know what is the meaning of this symbol: �$B&S�(J.
I found this in the sentence of one journal:
 Methyl proton chemical shifts (p.p.m. on �$B&S�(J scale) for
dimethylaminopyridines.
Thank you in advance!

M.Zulkefeli 

--__--__--


Digest #31 Today's Topics:

   1. Spectrum of hemin (Seema Bhatnagar)

--__--__--

Message: 1
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2002 21:26:15 -0700 (PDT)
From: Seema Bhatnagar <seema_bhatnagar@yahoo.com>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: ORGLIST:Spectrum of hemin

Hi all,  

Does anybody know of any reference where I can find PMR spectrum of hemin. 

Thanks in advance.
 S. Bhatnagar 
NII, New Delhi

--__--__--


Digest #32 Today's Topics:

   1. Molecular modelling programs (David Kelly)
   2. PEROXYACETIC ACID SYNTHESIS (Uros Groselj)

--__--__--

Message: 1
From: "David Kelly" <KellyDR@Cardiff.ac.uk>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Date: Wed, 26 Jun 2002 20:05:45 GMT0BST
Reply-To: KellyDR@Cardiff.ac.uk
Subject: ORGLIST:Molecular modelling programs

I am looking for recommendations for moderately priced molecular 
modelling programs for personal research use or for undergraduate 
class use. Nothing particularly sophisticated, but capable of giving 
reasonable results for a small ring alicycles for research use and a 
minimum of creating a chair cyclohexane from a crude structure 
sketch for class use. Priced circa =A3500 ($700) for personal use and 
=A3100-200/seat for 10 users on a site licence for class use. Your 
personal experiences with such software would be very welcome.

Dave Kelly

Dr David R. Kelly
Dept. of Chemistry, Cardiff University, PO Box 912, Cardiff, CF10 
3TB, UK
Phone 02920-874063: Fax 02920-874030
Mobile 07971-240448: Home 02920-610891
Web page http://www.cf.ac.uk/uwc/chemy/staff/kelly.html
For the "Elephants and Butterflies" article see 
http://www.semiochemica.org.uk/articles/articlesidx.html
BEST Record: http://expertise.cos.com/cgi-bin/exp.cgi?id=3D498275 
For catalysis see http://www.chemsoc.org/cgi-
shell/events/nforedisp.pl?ID=3D551
Cardiff University is the public name of the University of Wales, 
Cardiff, a constituent institution of the 
University of Wales.

--__--__--

Message: 2
Date: Thu, 27 Jun 2002 08:33:29 +0100 (BST)
From: Uros Groselj <uuu17@yahoo.com>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: ORGLIST:PEROXYACETIC ACID SYNTHESIS

Hi All

I am looking for an efficient method of preparation of
peroxyacetic acid or literature data of its synthesis.

 Thanks in advance

Uros Groselj

University of Ljubljana

Slovenia

--__--__--
Digest #33 Today's Topics:

   1. m-Chloroperoxybenzoic acid (MOHAMMAD ARFAN)
   2. Le Chatelier's Principle (Thomas_Hoyer)
   3. phenylvalerate (Isabelle LECHAT)
   4. acrylation (s.mylswamy)

--__--__--

Message: 1
From: "MOHAMMAD ARFAN" <arfanmohammad@hotmail.com>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Date: Thu, 27 Jun 2002 16:22:10 +0000
Subject: ORGLIST:m-Chloroperoxybenzoic acid

Anyone who knows a simple laboratory scale (gram scale) method for preparation of m-Chloroperoxybenzoic acid? I know that it is commercially available, but we would like to prepare our own because of financial limitations.
Help will be appreciated.

M.Arfan, Ph.D</DIV>
Professor</DIV>
Department of Chemistry</DIV>
University of Peshawar</DIV>
Peshawar, Pakistan</DIV>
E.Mail: arfanmohammad@hotmail.com

--__--__--

Message: 2
From: Thomas_Hoyer <alihoyer@mobilixnet.dk>
To: <everybody@orglist.net>
Date: Thu, 27 Jun 2002 20:13:58 +0200
Subject: ORGLIST:Le Chatelier's Principle

I have been asked how to apply Le Chatelier's principle in the following 
situation:

When you dissolve NaOH in water to form a saturated solution, heat 
evolves. The reaction is exothermic.
According to Le Chatelier's principle, transferring heat to the system 
would move the equlibrium to the left, and NaOH should precipitate out. 
However, when heat is introduced into the system, more NaOH dissolves.
What is wrong with NaOH, or Le Chateliers principle, or my analysis?

regards
Thomas

--__--__--

Message: 3
Reply-To: "Isabelle LECHAT" <ilechat@ilm.pf>
From: "Isabelle LECHAT" <ilechat@ilm.pf>
To: <everybody@orglist.net>
Date: Thu, 27 Jun 2002 09:42:08 -1000
Subject: ORGLIST:phenylvalerate

Anyone who knows a supplier of phenylvalerate ? a simple laboratory 
scale (gram scale) method for preparation of phenylvalerate ? We haven't 
found it commercially available, so we would like to prepare our own.
Help will be appreciated.
Dr. Isabelle Vahirua-Lechat
Institut Louis Malard
Tahiti, French Polynesia

--__--__--

Message: 4
Date: Fri, 28 Jun 2002 04:37:51 -0700 (PDT)
From: "s.mylswamy" <mylswamys@yahoo.com>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: ORGLIST:acrylation

Dear all,

I would like to introduce acrylate group into
hydroxyethyl piperazine at the amine end. when i tried
with acryloyl chloride and TEA, i got four spots in
TLC. it is suspected to be acrylation occured in both
the ends i.e., hydroxyl and amine. please suggest me a
suitable method to acrylate at the amine end only.

thank you

regards

s.mylswamy

 --__--__--


Digest #34 Today's Topics:

   1. Re: Le Chatelier's Principle (Dr. S. K. Adhikari)
   2. RE: phenylvalerate (Chapman, Robert D)

--__--__--

Message: 1
From: "Dr. S. K. Adhikari" <sisir_ad@vsnl.com>
To: Thomas Hoyer <alihoyer@mobilixnet.dk>,
<everybody@orglist.net>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:Le Chatelier's Principle
Date: Fri, 28 Jun 2002 19:50:21 +0530

Dear Friend,
Only your " analysis" is wrong.Le Ch's principle describes an equilibrium
with reactants A, B with products C, D( not A or B)- while dissolution is
governed by thermochemistry. You may please refer text books to clear. No
problem.
Thanks and regards,
Sisir Adhikari

--__--__--

Message: 2
From: "Chapman, Robert D" <ChapmanRD@navair.navy.mil>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Cc: "'Isabelle LECHAT'" <ilechat@ilm.pf>
Subject: RE: ORGLIST:phenylvalerate
Date: Fri, 28 Jun 2002 16:58:52 -0700

Have you tried
http://www.oryzalabs.com/product.htm ?

--__--__--


Digest #35 Today's Topics:

   1. Esterification (ali salek)
   2. Re: Esterification (kalbe farma)

--__--__--

Message: 1
Date: Sat, 29 Jun 2002 05:27:04 -0700 (PDT)
From: ali salek <salek_1999@yahoo.com>
To: everybody@orglist.net
Subject: ORGLIST:Esterification

Hi All

I am looking for an efficient method of esterification
of p_Toluic acid & Terephthalic Acid dy Methanol

 Thanks in advance

--__--__--

Message: 2
Date: Sun, 30 Jun 2002 22:50:01 -0700 (PDT)
From: kalbe farma <super_visser@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:Esterification
To: ali salek <salek_1999@yahoo.com>
Cc: everybody@orglist.net

 try this..
use methanol as solvent, add Na methoxide ( by adding Na metal to dry methanol- beware of explosion) and BF3-methanol complex as catalyst. reflux for 1 hour and recover the product by extraction using sufficient solvent.
good luck

--__--__--

